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CONSTITUTION AND OBJECTIVES

THE FLOOD PREVENTION SOCIETY is based on clear objectives set and agreed by the
society’s Chairman and Committee members during its first meeting in December 2000.
1.

The Committee to elect Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer.

2.
To pursue a policy with the objective of preventing avoidable inland flooding in
England and Wales.
3.
To use our vast knowledge and experience by emphasising the immense benefits of
good river maintenance and stressing the tragedies and horrendous damage caused by the
ravages of flood water.
4.
To provide and update a website - www.floodpreventionsociety.org.uk - so as to
inform the general public that approximately 90% of flooding is avoidable in a cost effective
manner.
5.

To uphold the highest principles and professional standards at all times.

6.
To promote the belief that the increase in flooding of homes and agricultural land is
crucially caused by the neglect of river and watercourse maintenance.
To seek to increase the natural flow and capacity of all water courses by planned regular
efficient maintenance of rivers, streams and ditches.
To remove the responsibility for rivers and watercourses from the EA and place it in the
hands of a separate Government Department with the sole aim of flood prevention as they
do, with great success, in Holland and New Zealand.
7.

To raise funds to pursue these objectives.

8.
To procure to be written and to permit, publish, issue circulate gratuitously or
otherwise any reports, periodicals, books, pamphlets, leaflets or other documents in
furtherance of the objectives of the Society.
9.
To carry out and execute all other such lawful actions as are deemed necessary for
the attainment of the objectives of the Society.
10.
As we are a non profit making Society, in the unlikely event that the Committee
considers it desirable that we should be dissolved, any funding left to be transferred equally
between the following charities – The MacMillan Cancer Support, The Salvation Army and
The Red Cross.

……………………………………………..
John P Lloyd – Society Chairman
27.11.13
Back to table of contents
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SOCIETY PROLOGUE

From the wisdom of our practical experience of main river management over many years, this
statement explains our conclusion that we believe The Pitt Report of the 2007 floods was a
virtual “whitewash”. Sir Michael Pitt is an administrator who moves from job to job, so we can
understand how his report appears to be heavily influenced by Environmental Agency biased
spin. His report recommends having a single national organisation with over-reaching
responsibility for flooding – we entirely agree with this – but then he says it should be the EA.
This would be totally non-productive and like putting a fox in charge of the welfare of a poultry
house – we explain why and how approximately 90% of inland flooding can be prevented at
less cost than the EA’s failed flood protection policy.
We agree with the Review’s four guiding principles ref ES7: 1st the needs of those individuals
and communities who have suffered flooding or are at risk. 2nd change will only happen with
strong and effective leadership. 3rd we must be clear about who does what. 4th we must be
willing to work together and share information – we take this to mean that local knowledge
must be acted on. Then the Review missed the crucial cause of flooding to achieve its
objectives
CHAIRMAN’S FOREWARD
“The Flood Prevention Society” is a voluntary society set up after the devastating floods of
2000 in our region to pursue all avenues with the objective of preventing avoidable flooding.
Our members consist mainly, but not only, of people who have ‘hands on’ experience of the
devastation of preventable inland flooding, have years of practical and observed knowledge of
the prevention of flooding by good river maintenance, and the crucial cause of flooding being
neglected main river maintenance. Our “Local Flood Defence Committee” (LFDC) which was
funded by the Council tax payers of the County Council’s of Shropshire, Gwynedd, Cheshire,
Conwy, Wirral, Denbighshire, Flintshire and Wrexham, with its local knowledge, was with
approximately 240 “LFDCs” over England and Wales, closed down in 2005 and replaced by
remote Central Office Control through 8 Regional Units, under National Environment Agency
(EA) policy and funding.
We attended the quarterly meetings of the LFDC for four years until they were disbanded,
giving constructive observations on cost effective inland flood prevention.
We were dismayed to note that the Environment Agency, who have been in control since rivers
were put under their management by Government in1996, have a National flawed policy of not
dredging rivers so as to “encourage” habitat even at the cost of causing increased suffering to
people’s health, safety, stress and death while their homes were being flooded. This policy
was highlighted by our Regional EA manager’s seven page report given to our LFDC (that was
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set up to get rainwater safely to the sea) in September 2004. At that time people’s houses
were increasingly getting flooded in its catchment area. Astoundingly the report did not
mention river maintenance, but the EA manager said how pleased he was, and emphasised he
had encouraging news, that there were more “Glutinous snails” and “water voles” in our
catchment area.
I personally have had over 60 years experience farming on a river tributary, designated main
river because of its catchment area importance. Over those years the river maintenance
responsibility and power has changed from the River Board to the “LFDC River Authority” to
the National Water Development Authority, then the National River Authority, then the
Environment Agency in 1996, now since 2001 the EA control delegated under the Department
for Environment and Rural Affairs Minister.
About 40 years ago the river board dredgers had failed to reach a critical silt bank where one
main river tributary joined another. I saved thousands of acres of crops being ruined at a time
of high rainfall by stripping to my underpants , wading in up to my arm pits with hand tools and
did the job and saved one and a half miles of tributary overflowing its banks.
In the LFDC River Board days dredging was done on a regular basis about every 5 years, but
often the machine operators would leave out inconvenient places like under road and railway
bridges, that is when I learnt the hard way that any obstruction could slow down river flow,
and have a dramatic affect causing flooding for miles upstream. I and other riparian farmers
used to meet on a Sunday morning at low rainfall times to dredge out the silt accumulated
under road and rail bridges – we had a special silt bucket made with plough handles so that
someone could guide it while it was pulled through the bridge arch by a rope attached to a
tractor. This simple commonsense job saved thousands of acres of crops being ruined at
times of high rainfall. There is no point in doing it now because the EA do not dredge the river
channels either side of the bridges, and bridge arches are getting silted up all over the country.
In the November floods of 2000 another main river tributary could not discharge into a major
channel because it was so silted up to a depth that caused its exit culverts to be covered up. A
member of our own executive committee used his own dredger to dredge the silt out (see
picture no. 1). It saved a hamlet of 30 houses and thousands of acres from being flooded – it
took him three days to do what the river authority, when they used to do it, took three weeks to
do. The EA’s only comment was to threaten him with prosecution because he had not had
permission to do it – they would have been happier for the houses to be flooded. The EA have
power without any apparent sense of care or responsibility for people or property.
I personally have had many years experience working with government departments for our
industry at county and national level, having discussions about major issues with several
Ministers of Agriculture at Whitehall. I have served as National Chairman for a period and also
as Vice Chairman to Lord Plumb over a group of sectors of our industry at the time when Lord
Plumb was head of a political group and Head of the European Parliament which took up most
of his time, so I was mainly acting as Chairman.
I represented our industry advising senior civil servants on their discussions with their EU
counterparts while they were formulating the Agricultural Directives.
I asked a retiring second secretary to the Minister of Agriculture why we had retrograde
bureaucratic control on our Artificial Insemination policy of the cattle industry, which was
restricting the progressive ability of our breeders, and keeping Britain in the backwater of
progressing in the industrialised world – he said “don’t quote me or I will deny it, but it is
because too many civil servants would lose their jobs”. After that, I with my National
Secretary, had a meeting with the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food at Whitehall, The
Rt Hon Peter Walker MP, he was negative and said that he does what his civil servants tell
him. Later The Rt Hon John McGregor MP became the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food, we met him at Whitehall, he was his own man – he had his two senior civil servants on
the other side of the table, within three weeks after that meeting the bureaucratic strangle hold
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of A I was abolished. I mention this to show that a Minister who activates priority to the welfare
and economy of Britain can make a difference.
Our society secretary, Mr Len Dulson, not only has over 50 years hands on practical
experience of the tragedy of neglected river maintenance causing increasing flooding, but his
father and mother were rescued from their home by family, neighbours and the RNLI in the
2000 floods. They never fully recovered from the trauma and both died on the same day later
– see picture no. 2.
So in researching the causes of increasing inland flooding, apart from the wisdom of our own
hands on practical experience, over a fourteen year period we have attended our LFDC
meetings, consulted with Regional Chairmen, have liaised with the EA at local and regional
and national level, also the Department of the Environment Food and Rural Affairs, Natural
England and the Countryside Council for Wales. We have had letters published in The Times,
The Guardian, The Daily Post, The Flintshire Leader, The Farmers’ Weekly, The Farmers’
Guardian and taken part on several radio debates and have a website
www.floodpreventionsociety.org.uk. These have resulted in letters, pictures and telephone
calls from all over England and Wales supporting our conclusions and giving evidence of
neglected river maintenance in their respective areas causing a dramatically increasing
number of residences and agricultural land to be flooded.
The following is our executive summary of our conclusions that approximately 90% of inland
flooding is avoidable and clearly demonstrates that the EA bureaucratic control of rivers is the
cause of increased flooding.
It is a classic example of Lord Rees Mogg’s quote “So much power in the hands of negative
bureaucrats

John P Lloyd
CHAIRMAN
If you would like to contribute to helping us pursue our objectives – we would be very pleased
to receive any donations made payable to ‘The Flood Prevention Society’.

Picture 1

One of our Executive
Committee, a farming
and
a
drainage
engineer, dredging two
mile length of an EA
neglected designated
main river tributary in
November 2000 saving
the flooding of a hamlet
of 30 houses, and
thousands of acres
being flooded.

Back to table of contents
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Picture 2
Mr Dulson (the father of our Secretary,
Len Dulson) being rescued by family
And neighbours with the help of the
RNLI from his home in November
2000. His mother and father never fully
recovered from the trauma and both died
on the same day later.

Picture 3 - The neglect of maintenance on the River Alyn, the flooding of which contributed to the
details mentioned in Picture 2.
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SECTION 1 - OUR EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The crucial causes of inland flooding are not understood nor included or emphasised in the Pitt Review.
We note that it is heavily influenced by the EA’s spin of idealistic dogma in favour of Habitat including
turning rivers into gardens. The Pitt Review (ref 7.68) actually says that “the reduction in channel
maintenance is seen by the public as neglect rather than as a benefit”, what naivety and an affront to the
common sense of the public to tell them that water will not run downhill!!
1.1

The crucial cause of river flooding is Government Policy in putting river management under the
control of the Environment Agency (EA). This was done for convenience in 1995 and actioned in
1996. It has proven to be a flawed policy as the EA is in the impossible position of wearing at
least five hats and serving too many masters, with the extremes being their controlling principle of
encouraging biodiversity and habitat, and the opposite conflicting interest of maintaining rivers
whose main job is to get surplus rainwater safely out to sea (without going through homes and
businesses on the way).

1.2

The Minister of State for the Department of the Environment Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) has
made the EA the principal authority responsible for management of flood risk i.e. rivers. This has
had the result of spawning a monster, which is now out of control. In the past decade the EA has
seen employment numbers increase from 11,000 to 26,000. The EA is one of the most
expensive quangos in this Country. It employs more people than the Canadian EA, and more
than the EA’s of Denmark, France, Germany, Sweden and Austria put together. Many of these
countries have far longer coastline and bigger population than we do, but their EA’s cost a great
deal less and do a better job than ours.
The Government appointment of the Secretary of State in charge of DEFRA is changing about
every two years – it seems to be in and out job, by the times they realise that the EA is
misleading them they are out of the job – see section no. 6. When the Rt Hon Owen Paterson
was Secretary of State for DEFRA he had a Triennial Review about the effectiveness of the EA
and NE but it was doomed from the outset as the Civil Service were not going to lose any jobs
they won.

1.3

We have Chief Executives of the EA who are not river management engineers. From 2000 to
2008 it was Baroness Barbara Young; her previous jobs included the N.H.S, CE of the Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds 1991 to 1998, Chair of Natural England 1998 to 2000. When
she became CE of the EA she said that she would like to place limpit mines on all the pumping
stations just to get rid of them, and she said the only long term solution would be to open the
flood banks and let the waters spill over the flood plains whenever the rain or tides dictate. She
enforced the EA culture of not dredging, and her successor has adopted her unrealistic ideas.
She was replaced in 2008 by her deputy Dr Paul Leinster who had been employed by the EA
since 1998 and was director of Environment Protection. His previous employers included Smith
Kline Beecham and BP. He had had 30 years experience in the health and safety field. The CE
of the EA was assisted by Mr Paul Rothwell BSc., MSc., FRSA, Head of EA’s flood risk
management policy for 5 years. Prior to this he worked for 15 years with the RSPB and before
that he worked for the Nature Conservancy Committee in Scotland, Wales and the North of
England. They have successfully directed a policy of slowing down river flow, preventing rivers
being dredged, banks strengthened and debris removal, this supposedly encouraging Habitat,
Wildlife and Biodiversity in general. This is a flawed policy even for wildlife because we see more
now being killed by floods, than what were disturbed by dredging (see picture no. 4). Lord Smith
who was Chairman of the EA – it was a political appointment – he came from the town and had
no river maintenance experience. In the 2013-14 floods he said it was caused by “the wrong type
of rain” he also supported the EA spin that dredging does not prevent flooding. A letter in a daily
paper said “I didn’t realise until recently that Environment Agency chairman ‘Lord’ Smith is really
just Mr Chris Smith, former Labour minister. He was a nonentity on the Labour front bench, and
it’s no surprise he’s still of little use”.
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1.4

Rivers are as important at times of high rainfall as roads, and railways are, with more volumes of
traffic, wider and better roads are being built, the same with railways. The public would not
tolerate trees being planted and self sown left in roads or railways, debris being dumped on roads
and railways not being removed, yet the public do not know that this is happening with our rivers.
The EA are only not cutting down trees and shrubs along rivers, and ones self sown in the
accumulating silt in rivers, but they are actually planting willows, reeds and shrubs in and along
rivers and these are notorious for blocking river flow.

1.5

The demand on rivers is always on the increase because of ever increasing development in their
catchment areas with run off getting quicker to the river channels irrespective of any possible
increase through global warming.

1.6

The horrendous damage caused by increased flooding is well documented in the background to
the Executive summary of the Pitt Review. The Government figure for floods in 2007 cost £3.3
billion and flood defence of those areas would cost £1 billion. Thousands of people were
homeless. Chief Constable Tim Brain said “in terms of scale, complexity and duration, this is
simply the largest peacetime emergency we have seen”. The ‘Foresight’ report to the Minister in
2004 undertaken by Sir David King the then chief scientific adviser to the Government leading a
team of 60 scientists and engineers, forecast the number of people at risk of flooding rising to 3.5
million per year. It went on to advise the widening and/or deepening of river channels. We asked
Jon Parke, the ‘Foresight’ project manager if they had knowledge of the current condition of our
rivers, i.e. two thirds to three quarters of the river channels blocked by silt. Having their flows
restricted by weed and planted trees, shrubs, weeds and debris. Jon Parke said the EA had
advised them that the river maintenance was in good order, and that a cross-section of a river
(pictured in EA’s booklet ‘Living on the Edge’ (picture no. 5) shows a main river with no
accumulated silt, weed trees or debris, so I informed him of the facts (see picture no. 6). He said
they could only advise the Government – that was their remit.

1.7

In July 2007 Baroness Barbara Young was before a House of Commons Select Committee of
Public Accounts on the subject of flood risk management, the Chairman asked the Baroness “Do
you think the time has come to consider your own position” she replied that she was proud of
what she had done!! She was obviously thinking of picture no. 6 with its attraction for habitat.

Picture no 4 – A rabbit clinging to life - Taken in the floods of Feb 2004 by
a Daily Post photographer – his boat only went this far. There were 14
more rabbits on the hedge further on. There was 7ft depth of flood water
here for 3 weeks over a mile from where the river overflood its banks
because of neglected maintenance. All the wildlife perished that could not
10
fly!

1.8

Most of main rivers in England and Wales have been put under the SSSI (Site of Special
Scientific Interest) imposed by Natural England and the Countryside Council for Wales’
designated powers, and the European Directive of Habitat. The EA on top of their first priority of
Conservation and encouragement of wildlife and biodiversity are policing rivers with their
enforcement officers for their own and Natural England interests and for the SSSI and European
habitat laws.
When Carlisle was flooded in 2005, the then Minister, the Rt Hon Eliot Morley, paid the city a
visit, he was asked why the offending river had not been dredged, which was the crucial cause of
the flooding, he said because it had the protection of SSSI and the EU Habitat Directive. What
he did not reveal was the EU Directive on Habitat decreed in Article 6 Paragraph 4 “HUMAN
HEALTH OR PUBLIC SAFETY HAS PRECEDENCE OVER SSSI HABITAT”. It begs the
question ‘who is personally responsible for apparently contravening the Directive?’.

Typical result of the policy of having a culture of not dredging.
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Main Rivers
All work within these limits needs Environment Agency consent

Picture No. 5 –The EA’s cross section of a river in times of
high rainfall. Note no silt, trees, shrubs, debris etc.

Picture No 6 – The cross section of a typical length of a river
under SSSI and EA control at a low rainfall period. It confirms
lack of capacity, and restriction of speed of river flow, both
needed at times of high rainfall. Without these it has to overflow
its banks, and the silt will be blocking up pipes & culverts from
discharging into it.
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1.9

The LFDCs throughout the country in 1996 were put under the control of the EA administration,
which consequently put the River Engineers who had been in charge, under their control, many
of whom are now frustrated and demoralised by the bureaucracy and red tape or have retired or
left. In addition they are seeing the undredged rivers they were once proud to keep flowing being
turned into silt and debris dumping grounds with trees and shrubs growing out of control from
each bank often touching in the middle. Some of the EA river engineers feel that the
administrators have a cavalier contemptuous attitude towards kicking awkward truths aside,
comparable to the bureaucracy in the old Soviet Union. The EA administrators gradually got rid
of the Independent Chairmen who knew every aspect of the rivers under their jurisdiction and
have replaced them with EA appointed ‘toe the line’ EA policy chairmen prepared to support a
flawed doctrine of placing wildlife, habitat and biodiversity before the importance of protecting
people, property and valuable land from the ravages of flood water.

1.10

The following is the EA’s directive to what was our regional Flood Defence Committee and gives
their order of priorities for the available funding:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Regulatory activity:
- consenting
- enforcement
- development control
Flood Forecasting and Warning
Flood Risk Mapping to support 1 & 2 above
Emergency Response.
Supervisory Role.
Investment justification.
Maintenance of existing flood defences to existing levels of service.
Renewal of existing flood defences to existing level of services
Improvement to flood defences above the existing level of service
- for existing defended areas
- for new areas

It is appalling and inconceivable that river maintenance involving dredging, channel deepening,
silt, weed, tree and shrub clearance etc is not scheduled as a top priority. Even more astounding
however is the fact that it does not qualify for inclusion anywhere in the list!!
After the floods of 2000 John Prescott instructed the EA to give high priority to “Flood Forecasting
and Warning” (item 2 above). In practice it cost many millions of £’s, but no extra money was
allocated, so the cost was taken out of item 9 expenditure where the cost of river dredging and
channel deepening could have been squeezed in. In practice more residences get flooded, but
they are now told that they are being flooded!
One of the devastated riparian owners in the North East told us that his local flood management
team, following EA direction, had sold 7 of their 8 dredging machines.
We have a letter from the EA-controlled (now defunct) “Local Flood Defence Committee” which
says:
“We are not convinced of the value for money in river dredging and have no plans at this
time to implement any such activity”.
It is EA policy not to dredge rivers, except in a few extreme cases – and providing all the
biodiversity departments agree – some dredging can be done in urban areas, but not in rural
areas. This is like having a motorway through Birmingham going into a cart track in Staffordshire
– the traffic would back up into Birmingham. Well now surplus rain water is backing up into
homes in urban areas – common sense! And the Review says 6,200 properties were flooded in
one rural area.
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1.11

In an EA booklet called “Living on the Edge” they say under the heading ‘The Role of the
Environment Agency’:
“The Agency aims to protect the river environment”.
“The Agency has powers to maintain and improve main rivers for the efficient passage of
flood flow, but these powers are permissive only”, so unbelievably it goes on to say “there
is no obligation on the Agency to carry out either maintenance or new works on main
rivers.”
So the EA has power but no responsibility. In practice they use their powers as enforcement
officers to stop riparian owners doing their own dredging ,while planting willow trees, shrubs etc
in rivers themselves. At one of the last meetings of our EA’s Local Flood Defence Committee in
2004 before they were abandoned to regional control, on the agenda was the appointment of no
river maintenance workers, but an additional 6 enforcement officers.

1.12

The EA is a Non Departmental public body of DEFRA. In 2006 it employed 13,000 staff with an
operational budget of £1.2 Bn yet only £3m a year was spent on dredging (page 56 of the Pitt
Interim Review). Its remit covers England and Wales with 36,000 kilometres of rivers, its remit is
to protect and enhance the environment. Its broad range of functions include:
- Integrated Pollution Prevention
and Control
- Integrated Pollution Control
- Radioactive Substances
Regulation
- Waste Management
- Water Quality
- Land Quality

- Water Resources
- Flood Risk
Management
- Navigation
- Conservation
- Recreation
- Fisheries

Once again no mention whatsoever of good river maintenance!
So according to its remit Baroness Young, then Dr Paul Leimister were well qualified to be its
CE’s because there is no remit to get surplus rainwater safely to the sea. It is a lot easier to play
with computers and design more flood plains than keep rivers flowing, so purposely letting the
rivers deteriorate into silty swampy jungles, and designate more and more areas of England and
Wales into flood plains, which activates high home insurance costs and risks of flooding.
1.13

Because of 1.12 above amazingly the EA have no record of original river bottoms, which is quite
easy to establish, as the clay is a different texture than the accumulated silt or gravel. The
dredging machine operator can easily spot the difference. The EA have no one walking rivers to
observe silt beds, and many other obstructions to water flow including tree trunks, branches and
debris dumped. The Review does not mention this vital element of river management – yet the
EA send out people in two’s to count butterflies, bird species, dragonflies etc, and plant trees and
shrubs in and along rivers. We use the long-standing and accurate method of an 18’ pole to test
the depth of accumulated silt.

1.14

The EA apply what we call the bath plug hole syndrome i.e. if the two taps of a bath are left full
on it is comparable to a period of high rainfall, if the plug hole has say accumulated hair
obstructing the outflow, the water will run over the top of the bath. The EA answer is not to
remove the obstruction but to build up the sides of the bath. This is a costly no win situation.
When enough properties get flooded the EA are pressurised to build up flood defence walls along
the properties. This costs millions of £’s instead of a few thousand £’s to dredge the river for
flood prevention. Examples are given in section 2. This flawed situation is backed up by the
Review “50% of raised flood defences were over topped by the flood”. “Concern over whether
the cost of expensive flood defences is sustainable”. “Overseas successful countries are moving
towards increasing the capacity of rivers to cope with greater volumes of water”. “High river levels
prevent all other systems from discharging” “and can run back up the sewers causing urban
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floods”. Some third world countries actually concrete the bottoms and sides of main rivers
through towns to quicken the flow and avoid flooding. The Review says the National Trust and
the EA have actually converted canalised brooks into meandering streams in some urban areas,
therefore slowing down water flow.
1.15

Rainfall in Britain is totally unpredictable as to when, where, in what volume, and for how long of
a period it is going to fall. There has been hardly any or no increase in rainfall because of Global
Warming. The annual average rainfall has not altered for the last 100 years. Within that average
some years can vary from 30% below to 30% above average. A recent report from the Centre for
Hydrology and Ecology has confirmed that we have had no increased rainfall through global
warming. For example the Summer of 1903 was the wettest on record in London. October 1903
was the wettest on record, several bridges were swept away in Newcastle, in June it rained non
stop in London for 60 hours, the longest recorded continual rains in the UK. 1960 was the
wettest year of the 20th Century in England and Wales. July 2007 on its own was only the
fifteenth wettest July on record, the wettest June was set in 1860. The world also has
unpredictable rainfall. There was Noah’s Ark 40 days of floods, then a Prophet in the Bible
reported seven dry years and seven wet years.
The world’s oldest weather report may have been inscribed 3,500 years ago on an old stone
block found in Egypt. A new translation of hieroglyphics on the stone, called the Tempest Stela,
has deciphered an account of calamitous weather: “ tempest of rain ….the sky being in storm
without cessation, louder than the cries of the masses”, and told of bodies floating down the Nile
like “skiffs of papyrus”. We do not recall the ancient Egyptians talking about the excuse of global
warming.
The EA’s incorrect spin, saying that the increase in homes being flooded is because of global
warming is a cover up for their neglect of maintaining rivers for flood prevention. Britain has
always had unpredictable weather. The Roman invasion 2000 years ago was blown out by a
storm in the English Channel, as was the Spanish Armada. We live in a battlefront between
veering air masses of artic air to the North and balmy sub tropical air to the South. The Review
agrees that no single flood can be attributed to climate change. The Review says “it is virtually
impossible to assign a meaningful probability on the whole sequence of flooding. The EA’s
indicative flood maps have a 0.1% chance of accuracy”.

1.16

Flood forecasting and warnings are not an exact science because of 1.15 above, and our
members give it the ‘thumbs down’ qualification. One housewife summed it up “we often were
woken up in the middle of the night with false alarms, then one afternoon I rang up our flood
warning centre and asked why I had not been warned, they said that I was panicking
unnecessarily as no floods were expected in my area, I then told the centre that at that moment
flood water was entering my house through the back and front doors”!

1.17

Several of our executive committee have lived through changing times of funding river
maintenance. In the earlier years the area ‘River Board’ was funded by statute levying of land
owners by the acre, with 3 rates of charge according to the distance from the river, with the
highest levy on the riparian owners. For this levy the rivers had weeds cut every year, and
dredged approximately every 5 years, and there was more habitat then than in today’s neglected
rivers. This method had the discipline that if a length needed dredging, and had been neglected,
we would withhold payments, it soon then got dredged. Things then changed when river
management went from area river board control to National River control, because it was not fair
that landowners suffering the effects of other people’s water and silt being deposited on their
land, also had to pay the cost of maintaining as well, so it changed to the County Councils paying
the levy out of our council tax. The wording used in the Cheshire County Council annual council
tax booklet outlining “where the money is spent” says “each region of the Environment Agency
requires County Councils within their area to pay a contribution towards the cost of draining
surface water safely to the sea”.So when the EA took over rivers in 1996 the millions of £s that
our regional County Councils paid was then paid to the EA, but by 2005 the EA were using less
then one third of the income on river maintenance and capital flood prevention projects for that
purpose.
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1.18

On 15th March 2001 The Times reports as follows:
“Today’s report by the National Audit Office into England’s inland flood defences helps to explain
how water poured so easily into towns and houses during last October’s wettest weeks. It
describes how 43% of flood defence structures in England are inadequate and potentially
dangerous. Many of the country’s sluices, weirs, locks and embankments, it says, either failed or
are derelict”. With changes in climate and rainfall over the next 50 years likely to increase
flooding risks, this report rightly emphasises the urgency of effective preventative action.
The National Audit Office went on to say tax payers’ money collected for river maintenance to get
rainwater safely to the sea was not being adequately spent for that purpose. The Review
reported that the Public Accounts Committee had raised concern that the EA had taken 6 years
by 2008 to do 6 of its “catchment flood management plans” leaving 60 still to do!!
Since the rivers were put under the EA they have no responsibility but are all powerful, and there
is no Ombudsman department to complain to.

1.19

The EA and Natural England spokesmen are experts at persuasive, incorrect spin. It appears
their job prospects are enhanced by this ability. When addressing public meetings, called to
placate areas whose homes and businesses have been flooded, on radio and TV debate, or in
letters prohibiting drainage boards from dredging, they say that dredging will not prevent flooding
and is a waste of time and money. The odd Professor and Emeritus Professor agrees with this
spin, “they are best described by Professor Sir Graham Hills as flawed individuals being
intellectuals who know a great deal and enjoy saying so, but wisdom for example is invariably the
product of experience rather than sitting in a classroom or reading a book”. This is the same as
saying that water will not run downhill. The ancient Greeks and Romans fully recognised the
value of dredging in order to maximise flood prevention. The Romans were the first to drain
many areas of Britain including the fens and the Somerset levels, their water engineers were so
important that they were only answerable to the Emperor The untruthful spin follows by saying
that global warming is the cause of increased flooding – not neglect of river maintenance. Then
they tell a public meeting in a flood damaged area that they will have a computer model done to
advise the way forward, what they do not reveal is that they tell the computer modelling
consultants not to include dredging in its modelling. One does not need to pay consultants
£70,000 to advise you that water will run down hill if it is not obstructed, as they did in our area.
Another spin is shortage of funding, when they have a policy of paying millions of £’s on building
embankments in locations about 6 years after a severe residential flooding, when they could
have done a better job on flood prevention by dredging a length of river, and the location would
have been protected five and a half years earlier.
“You live on a flood plain” is another spin, as more areas get flooded in England and Wales –
there is no excuse for anywhere above sea level getting flooded; in our region places over 360’
above sea level now have designated flood plains causing substantial increases in the cost of
insuring property, and planning restrictions on development. Some occupiers cannot now afford
the increased costs!!

1.20

The EA have carried out an extensive and expensive programme of creating a new flood plain
map of England and Wales. They now tell us that 1 in 6 of all properties (approximately 16% of
the Country) are in a designated flood plain. So approximately 4.75 million residences and
hundreds of thousands of business premises have suddenly found themselves at risk of flooding
(according to the EA). A situation in which most of them have never before been.

1.21

While the EA employees are sitting behind computers creating more flood plains because of the
EA’s policy of not dredging waterways which are silting up and losing capacity and speed of flow,
the country is sleep walking into disaster. We suggest that the people affected should pressurise
their MPs to persuade the Government to put rivers back under the control of river civil
engineers.
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Insurance - Thousands of premises at risk of flooding could be left without insurance, making
them not mortgageable nor saleable, after the Government ruled out contributing to their cover
when its deal to cover insurers expired in June 2013. Otto Thoresen of the Association of British
Insurers said many households and businesses would no longer have the same level of cover, or
would have to go without. “No country has a free market for flood insurance that provides
affordable cover for high risk premises without some form of Government involvement”. After the
Government ruled out contributing to flood cover in 2013, they are now considering (2014) a new
policy called Flood RE with the Association of British Insurers. This could take years to complete,
as only some factors are already agreed.
Every house in Britain now pays £10.50 towards the Flood RE fund, but the devil is in the detail:
It only applied to half a million homes. Around six million properties in the UK are thought to be
at some risk of flood damage during a year, but the list of exclusions for Flood RE is lengthy, It
includes:
All business premises.
As with all houses built since 2008.
All properties in higher council tax bands.
Also houses which are now flooding more often will be removed from the Flood Re, as will flats.
Landlords will not have tenanted properties covered.
It could force homeowners to leave homes because they cannot meet insurance costs and obtain
a mortgage. Thus because Flood Re interferes with the free market it will fall under the EU’s
banning of ‘state aid’ and the EU’s permission if obtainable could take years.
A question to the Government ‘ why won’t you underwrite Flood Re? It’s answer ‘The UK has a
multi billion £, world leading insurance industry, which has the ability and financial strength to
resolve this issue without calling on hard pressed tax payers’.
A columnist in The Times said ‘Profits soaring, the insurance industry must love floods’. We
asked the Association of British Insurers to support our back to dredging campaign to save 90%
of inland flooding, but it is obvious why it refused.
1.22

DEFRA should be mindful that a Government’s first priority is to feed the population, DEFRA is
entrusted with this responsibility.
Sir Peter Kendal, when President of the National Farmers’ Union said “58% of the best
agricultural land is now getting flooded, with crops getting ruined”. Several farmers lost over
£100,000 worth of crops. This is because of the EA culture of not dredging rivers aided and
abetted by NE.
Britain, with its large population increasing at the rate of 4 million in the last 10 years, predicted to
be 70 million by 2030, and world population forecast to increase by 50% in the next 20 years,
indicates that we need all the food we can produce in the UK. Food production is not now
keeping pace with demand – the longer term scenario of this situation is terrifying. Even if food
was available to import, the UK already has one of the most adverse balance of payments
deficits. Waitrose’s Managing Director has said that the increase of food prices by 5% in the last
couple of months is the ‘tip of the iceberg’ as food gets scarcer.
Colin Murray, the programme leader for Sustainable Agriculture and Food Innovate, UK says
research indicates that by 2030, the global requirement for cereals will have gone up by 50%,
while the demand for meat will have risen by 85%.
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In 2014 food required in the UK if all UK produced would have been used up by the 18th August
so four and a half months’ of food had to be imported, and the gap is getting wider every year.
1.23

In Holland 60% of the country is below sea level. Amsterdam is 1 metre below sea level, its
airport is 3 metres below sea level. The Dutch dedicate a Ministry solely to protect against
floods. It is controlled by civil engineers (a comment in The Times said “in Britain it is trusted to a
group of bird watchers” - we cannot disagree with this), they take account of the environment, but
flood prevention is paramount. In England and Wales the EA remit appears to be driven by
personal ideology from the top, with its powers of enforcing their own, Natural England,
Countryside Council for Wales conservation and heritage ideology, puts their version of the
protection of Habitat and Biodiversity before the health and welfare of people. There is no
political demand for this, the few voters who would support habitat before people would vote for
the Green Party. Yet at the General Election less than 1% of the potential electorate voted for
the Green Party in total.

1.24

New Zealand also made the mistake of putting rivers under the control of their Countryside
Commission (CSC), their equivalent of our EA. More and more inland urban areas were getting
flooded because their CSC stopped dredging and planted trees and shrubs in and along the
rivers. Their Government realised their mistake, put the rivers back under the control of the River
Engineers who recommenced dredging and removed the trees blocking river flow – the inland
flooding ceased.
A British Minister once asked his counterpart from across the channel how it was that French
roads and railways were able to spring up seemingly overnight, and the rivers are in better
condition. “It is quite simple” was the smug reply “in France, if we wish to drain the swamp, we
do not ask the frogs”!.
A UK business man who dealt with Brussels Authorities on many occasions said “Brussels
officials always commented. The UK refers more matters to Europe than the rest of Europe put
together. When will you learn to apply our legislation as intended and trust your own
judgements”.

1.25

All governments and businesses make mistakes. It is said that if one makes six correct decisions
out of 10, and having made an incorrect decision quickly rectify it – you get to be Chairman of
Shell Petroleum.
In retrospect the Government in 1995 made a major mistake in putting such an important crucial
national asset as rivers under the control of the EA. It was probably done for convenience at the
time not realising what horrendous hardship, tragedy and loss of life and money it would cause.
If rivers are left under the control of the EA then the pessimistic forecasts of Foresight, Stern and
the Pitt Review will happen.

1.26

RIVERS NEED TO BE PUT UNDER THEIR OWN MINISTRY WITH ABSOLUTE POWER TO
GET SURPLUS RAINWATER SAFELY TO THE SEA as they have in Holland then
approximately 90% of INLAND FLOODING WOULD BE PREVENTED. Or at least a National
Water Authority in charge of rivers and coast, preferably with a Dutch Chief Executive. The
Dutch are connoisseurs in flood control. There is a precedent set by the Government putting a
Canadian as head of the Bank of England. The EA of course would object to this, because to
support it for them would be like turkeys voting for Christmas. More and more of our tax payers’
money that is allocated for flood prevention is being diverted into additional EA employees often
with meaningless jobs created with puzzling titles and high salaries to many people with ‘micky
mouse’ degrees’, creating more bureaucracy. The experienced river engineers of old spent 30%
time on bureaucracy, and 70% on the job. Now it is the opposite with dredging not allowed to be
an option that can be considered said on an Andrew Marr interview “Government needs to
exercise responsibility and have a radical shake up”. To put rivers under their own Ministry, as in
Holland, would be both cost effective, productive and activate the virtual halt to tragedies and the
prevention of 90% of inland flooding. Nowhere in Britain is more than 75 miles from the sea.
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There were severe floods in the 2013-14 winter, and the Prime Minister, David Cameron, said
that “the pause in dredging that took place in the 90’s was wrong and we need to get back to
dredging again”, “people who say dredging won’t made a difference are wrong”. He also referred
in particular to the Somerset Levels and London areas, all because rivers in Somerset and the
Thames had not been dredged for 20 years. An A road was closed and people are still not able
to return to their homes a year later. Yet Holland with the same rainfall, and 60% of the country
below sea level had virtually no floods!
1.27

The Prime Minister asked Lord Heseltine to do a comprehensive strategy for national wealth
creation – Parts of The Rt Hon Lord Heseltine’s “No Stone Unturned” advice to Government
which it could beneficially take note of to prevent flooding.
“To invite criticism is a sign of strength, to accept it is a sign of confidence”.
“High infrastructure demands – high institutional funds link them”.
“Government must unleash the dynamic potential of local economies and local knowledge”.
“Are there lessons we can learn from other countries”.
“It was local leadership that built our country in the first place”.
“Both ministers and officials too often pull in different directions, they can be resistant to change,
take too long to make decisions”.
“The Coalition Programme 2010 Plan for Growth published in 2011 set out significant actions in
key areas including infrastructure with commitments that it can be held to account”.
“I was disappointed but not surprised to find that most people I spoke to thought departmental
business plans were not fit for purpose”.
“The Cabinet Office should work with departments to remove restrictions from recruiting
externally for key skills”.
“Barriers to secondments between public and private sectors should be removed”.
“The Dutch ‘Top Sector’ policy in which the Netherlands hold a strong international position have
9 main item headings which include agri-food and water management”.
(Note the environment is not mentioned).
“The Government should survey the practices and procedures of all regulators involved with a
view to simplifying procedures and avoiding unnecessary duplication between agencies”.
“The Government should initiate discussion to enable UK pension funds to invest in UK
infrastructure assets”.

1.28

In assessing the role and duties of the EA it would appear that by pursuing a policy of placing
Wildlife, Habitat and Biodiversity first before the safety and protection of People, Property and
Land against flooding the EA is prima facia acting in contravention of the EU Directive on
Habitat which decrees in Article 6 para 4 that Human Health or Public Safety has
precedence over SSSI Habitat.

Ewan Larcombe at Datchet Nr Windsor.
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SECTION 2 – EXAMPLES OF THE EA SPENDING MILLIONS OF £s ON LOCAL FLOOD
DEFENCES, WHEN A FEW THOUSAND £s SPENT ON DREDGING I.E. FLOOD
PREVENTION WOULD BE MORE SUCCESSFUL – AT MUCH LESS COST AND MUCH
QUICKER.
2.1

These examples are from our own region but our observations and contacts tell us it is EA policy
over England and Wales.

2.2

Picture no. 7 shows the RNLI team posing in 2000 as they take a break from the work rescuing
people from the Bridge Inn public house and the surrounding area in Mold, the capital town of
Flintshire, 360 feet above sea level. The River Alyn has a relatively short run to the sea. The EA
now have designated several flood plain areas around Mold with development restrictions.

Picture No. 7 – Mold November 2000 – The RNLI team pose as they take a
break from the work rescuing people from the Bridge Inn and surrounding
area (360 feet above sea level). Courtesy of the Flintshire Leader.
The EA have spent £2 million on a flood catchment area and dredged approximately only 200
yards of the river Alyn - £10,000 spent on further dredging of the Alyn would not only save money
but be a better prevention. The EA have now planted 1100 willow trees along and in the River
Alyn in the Mold area. Some drain pipes from the town still have their outlets under the silt in the
undredged river.
2.3

Over 100 houses were getting flooded in Ruthin, a major market town in Denbighshire, from the
year 2000 on. The River Clwyd was and is in an extreme state of neglected maintenance with
deep accumulated silt and trees and shrubs growing inwards from both banks and touching in the
middle. A major Victorian culvert about 5’ in diameter was in need of repair and its discharge
point into the Clwyd was obstructed by silt build up. The EA spent over £3.5 million making a
channel for one of the tributaries to bypass the town. Ruthin is 242’ above sea level with a short
straightish run to the sea. Again £20,000 spent on river dredging, weed and tree clearance and
repairing the Victorian culvert would have resulted in better flood prevention at much less cost.
We showed the independent Chairman of our Regional EA Flood Protection section the state of
the river, he walked it with us and was appalled – we offered to walk the river with the Regional
EA Head of Flood Defence when he was actually in Ruthin – he declined, we think because of
restricted EA policy, he could not have done anything about it anyway.
Again in 2012 hundreds of homes were flooded and again millions more £’s have been spent on
buildings up banks instead of dredging the river. There was no flood warning – one can only be
prepared for heavy rainfall by dredging the rivers.
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2.4

The large village of Bangor on Dee had a flood evacuation warning in 2000 when the River Dee
nearly flowed over its banks. The EA then spent £1 million in strengthening and lifting the banks.
The river has lots of obvious silt and trees growing in it which still have never been touched.

2.5

The large village of Rossett in the township of Wrexham had 26 properties flooded in 2000
including the Spar shop and a pub-restaurant, and residents could not get to the doctors’ surgery.
See pictures nos. 8, 9 and 10.
Picture no. 8 – Station Road, Rossett in 2000. Courtesy of the Flintshire Leader.

The EA had a public meeting in Rossett in January 2001 where they were told that if the one
metre of silt accumulated under the road bridge (under which the River Alyn flowed) was
removed, that part of Rossett would not flood. The EA ignored that advice – it has never been
dredged out, which would have cost approximately £4,000. Instead in 2007 a flood protection
scheme involving building up the banks along the flooded properties was completed at a cost of
£2 million. Not only was this a waste of money but the residents had been at risk for 6 years
longer than if the silt had been dredged out.

If the Government do not take river management off the Environment Agency – this could be the
position of the HS2 in the future.
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Picture no. 9 – Our ‘hands on‘ Chairman at a time of low rainfall at Rossett,
upstream of the River Alyn road bridge, indicating the depth of water that is
obstructed from flowing by the accumulated silt under the bridge.

Picture No. 10 – The same River Alyn bridge at Rossett looking upstream
showing the 42” of silt which has not been removed.
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2.6

In 2012 St Asaph, a Cathedral City in North Wales, had 400 residences flooded and a pensioner
was drowned in her bungalow, all because the River Elwy had not been dredged for 20 years – it
had never flooded before, and no flood alarm was given. The EA said it had overflowed its
banks higher than before. It would if a river does not have accumulated silt dredged, and debris
and trees removed, water has nowhere to go but over the banks. So the EA continue it’s culture
of not dredging and spent £millions building up the banks.

Picture No. 11 – Floods in St Asaph, North Wales 2012
2.7

It does not make economic or flood prevention common sense to have a policy of spending
millions of £s instead of thousands of £s, and leave a community a further 6 years at risk of
flooding.

2.8

The annual flooding of the Somerset levels disaster is the result of a deliberate policy decision by
a Government agency out of control. The root cause goes back 19 years when the Government
put rivers under the control of the EA, and they abandoned regular dredging. In 2000 when
Baroness Barbara Young was made CE of the EA, she and her officials decided that the levels
should be allowed to return to being a swampy wilderness, a nature reserve for birds and other
wildlife (as it was before the Romans drained it). What was astonishing about this was that such
a fundamental change of policy affecting homes and the livelihoods of ten of thousands of people
was never openly declared or consulted on.
The EA were aided and abetted by NE and the RSPB. One huge irony as those who know the
levels observe is that the victim of the increasing floods are not only the human population, but
nature itself, including ground nesting birds, wild flowers and even fish which cannot survive in
undredged rivers choked by sludge and weeds and debris.
The locals are very angry when the EA say it cannot afford the £5 million needed now to dredge
19 years of silt build up in the rivers, but it is happy to spend £31 million a few miles away on
dismantling flood defences, so that it can turn hundreds of acres of prime farmland into a bird
sanctuary.
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2.9

Picture No. 12 - Somerset Levels river 1960’s, 2013 and 2014.

2.10

See contents section 3 paragraphs 3.14, 3.15, 3.16 (page 27) where £825 million has and is
being spent instead of dredging the River Thames.

2.11

Section 3.12 is a Town Councillor’s concern about the EA having stopped dredging the Balderton
Brook (designated main river). They say they cannot afford it. A private contractor would dredge
it for £1200. Since that was written the EA have spent £700,000 moving trash screens 5 metres
up stream at the pump house where the Balderton Brook discharges into the River Dee – this will
not benefit even an extra gallon being discharged.
Back to table of contents
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SECTION 3 - SOME COMMENTS TO US FROM OTHER REGIONS
3.1

“Every year I row a skiff up the River Thames from Hampden Court to Gloucestershire – it is
getting increasingly difficult because of the obstruction of trees and shrubs growing across the
river from both banks”.

3.2

A phone in on a radio chat show after the Midlands floods of 2007 – “I have a long boat and I
enjoy boating on the Rivers Avon and Severn. I am increasingly getting stuck on banks of
accumulating silt on both the rivers, this never used to happen”.

3.3

“There is a silt bank on the bend in the river on my farm, at times of heavy rain it causes the river
to overflow and ruin crops. I asked the EA to dredge it, they ignored me. I joined the fishing club,
told the EA the silt bank was obstructing the fish, they dredged it the next day”.

3.4

An example of a no dredging EA policy being harmful to wildlife – there has been a 90% drop in
the number of water voles since 1990 – “I live near a river tributary designated main river, when
it was dredged regularly there was a large vole population, since the EA neglected to maintain it
they have virtually disappeared”.

3.5

“In the York area where I live the River Ouse always used to get dredged before the EA took
control, we never used to flood, now the EA have stopped dredging and flooding is a regular
occurrence; the EA say that dredging has no benefit. I wonder which planet they live on!”

3.6

(a)
After the floods in the east Midlands, July 2007, many calls from the Toll Bar, Doncaster,
Sheffield areas.
(b)
“The EA have planted a half mile stretch of the River Don with trees and shrubs, the flow
is restricted by silt and willows”.
(c)
“The pumping stations pumping into the Ouse were not fully operational because with the
restrictions on river flow the flood water was not reaching them.”
(d)
“We fished from sand banks under an Ouse Bridge, eventually along would come the
dredger and remove these sand barriers, months or years later the sand would pile up again,
then along came the dredger removing the offending sand, today the same sand bar practically
touches the bridge’s first arch, this can’t be right leaving such areas to be left to build up with
sediment”.
(e)
“I reported dead trees obstructing the river flow to our local EA office – it was ignored. I
complained to my MP, I had a letter from higher up the EA, which said in a polite way ‘go to hell
little people, we don’t give a damn what you think’”.
(f)
The Ea Beck River should drain the Toll Bar village which flooded in 2007, it discharges
into the River Don. “The Ea Beck was dredged every year by the local river board, then the EA
took control promising to continue the dredging. It has never been dredged since then and trees
are growing in it!”

3.7

After the 2007 flooding in the Midlands where thousands of homes were flooded, I flew over the
Rivers Avon and Severn and could see banks of accumulated silt protruding above the rivers. No
wonder the rivers overflowed when it rained heavily.

3.8

Our family has lived in the same house for over 200 years and it has only been prone to flooding,
and designated a flood plain in this decade.

3.9

I have researched all the submissions to Sir Michael Pitt, yours was the best, his report shows
great naivety and is a whitewash.
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3.10

At a recent EA Stakeholders meeting to give and get favoured public options to control river
flooding, dredging was put forward like it used to be – the meeting was told dredging was not an
option that can be considered.

3.11

A tributary brook designated main river catchment area for rural and urban drainage used to be in
River Board days weed cleaned annually, and dredged approximately every 5 years. In those
days there were fish in the brook, and otters, which were a pleasure to see. Now because of EA
neglect silt banks have built up to near the top – weeds fill it from bank to bank, both the fish and
the otters have gone. In heavy rainfall periods the surplus water can only flood the urban and
rural areas that it used to adequately drain, and I cannot teach my grand children how to make
plaster casts of otters footprints, as I taught my children to do.

3.12

I am a member of the Environment and Regeneration Committee of Saltney Town Council (5000
inhabitants). We have a tributary called Balderton Brook, designated main river status because
of its catchment area, which includes Chester Business Park and drainage water off the A55
Expressway and the A483 Trunk Road. The confluence of the brook is into the River Dee in our
township. They both used to be dredged – Balderton Brook approximately every 5 years, with
weed removal every year. When the EA took control of rivers in 1996, they stopped dredging it.
Now they have also ceased weed cutting – see Picture 13 below. The silt level in the brook is
above all the land drain outsets. Subsequently thousands of acres of good agricultural land are
permanently water logged with no sponge affect left to absorb water at high rainfall periods. The
result is that all the area can now flood over a 24 hour period of rain – the flood water reaching
the house steps in our township, with less than half the rainfall that some parts of the country
experience. As a result of EA neglect we could have a flood disaster in homes and businesses at
any time. When the brook was regularly maintained it was home to a good variety of habitat –
now they have virtually disappeared, including plovers – with just mosquitoes on the increase.
A proposed large housing development of Chester would have its rainwater discharged into the
EA neglected Balderton Brook. Without a major upgrade of the brook it would greatly exacerbate
the above problems; necessitating a major upgrade of its entire length (see 2.11).

Picture No. 13 – Balderton Brook (designated main river)
3.13

I just can’t understand why politicians still go on about FLOOD DEFENCES!! when as we know
they should be DREDGING all rivers ditches and dykes, are they all mentally retarded can’t they
see that millions spent on FLOOD DEFENCES will not work and isn’t the answer.
They built miles of flood defences in York all they do is push the water into another area!!! These
areas then ask for flood defences. Are they trying to make flooding look worse than it is,,, is it
another way to make the public believe flooding is due to CARBON FOOTPRINT so that they can
tax us some more, is it all one HUGE con?
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3.14

This email was also sent to the Pitt Review, and is in their record library.
Title: REINSTATE DREDGING AND RIVER MAINTENANCE NOW
Comments: Until the Government instigate a complete programme for dredging and river
maintenance of the rivers in this country the situation will only get worse. The River Thames was
dredged for 50 years after the 1947 floods and then when the rivers were taken over by the
Environment Agency the regular dredging and maintenance programme ceased. Since that time
the silting of the river has got to an impossible level in places. We are constant river users and
have been for over 30 years and have seen the decline in maintenance and the results of that
decline. Money must be spent NOW on preventative measures not trying to manage floods with
policies such as flood warning measures.

3.15

Ewan Larcombe at www.ewan@jubileeriver.co.uk says - eight months on from our two flood
events River Thames London 2014 – many families still out of their homes – many houses
demolished and being rebuilt at a higher level – some houses being lifted – many people sold up
and gone. No honesty from the EA and little help for the victims, no sense of urgency and worst
of all – no common sense from the authorities!
Damaged and destroyed flood defences have still not been repaired ……….!!
The situation on expenditure here (downstream of Windsor) is that the EA propaganda machine
is working to promote the £256 million Lower Thames Scheme i.e. three new parallel channels
plus some weir and small dredging works. The whole cost may be £550m.
Under the new rules the project is supposed to be 40% partnership funding (money from Local
Councils) but unsurprisingly the Councils are not volunteering to contribute.
Your can find more info on the project here:
http:/www.jubileeriver.co.uk/%20River%20storey%20-%200700.htm.
I actually think the EA should maximise the capacity of the main rivers by dredging and widening
in places before they construct new channels. In fact knowing the mess they made of the Jubilee
River, which cost £275m, I have no confidence that they even have the ability to design and
construct new channels – see my picture on page 19.
One significant area of concern that I have is that the EA has no legal duty to maintain or improve
the conveyance capacity of main rivers. Consequently the EA fails to maintain the national land
drainage infrastructure.
I do hope that the new Chairman, Sir Philip Dilley, can get a grip quickly – but he needs to know
what’s going on.
Please feel free to contact him.
His email is Philip.Dilley@environment-agency.gov.uk.

3.16

River Policy is a Disaster: Meetings with Natural England and the Environment Agency have
dominated the past two weeks. We are one of many farms bordering the Wiltshire/Hampshire
River Avon. Much of the river and meadowland are SSSI, but due to a change in policy the Avon
Valley is now in a crisis situation.
River policy for the Avon has meant that weed cutting has ceased and Natural England and the
Environment Agency want the river to return to its natural state. The legacy of this summer 2012
is flooding, providing economic and environmental disaster for farmers.
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The Environment Agency are now suggesting to farmers that if they want a weed cut they must
do it at their own expense. At present that’s not an acceptable situation, because farmers have
never been consulted, and what business would invest in something that it cannot influence?
A radical rethink is needed, and it won’t be just farmers wanting this. Villages on the Avon are
starting to get flooded, and with that mosquito problems, making their policy an environment
health issue as well.
If ever there was false economy, then this is surely it, because lack of maintenance on the rivers
will lead to massive costs in flood defence.
3.17

I have every sympathy for those suffering from floods like Somerset and London. As I am sure
flooding could have been avoided.
None of the rivers and streams in my area have been maintained for years, and are now so
clogged up with vegetation and rubbish that it is no wonder they overflow their banks.
Maintenance of rivers is more important for the Country than for example HS2.

3.18

I’ve worked in the flood defence rivers divisions of the Environment Agency (EA) and its
predecessors for 30 years. It used to be the policy of the National Rivers Authority and its
predecessors to dredge rivers about every two years.
This was the case until the start of the EA in 1997, when many other government agencies came
under one umbrella and things started to change.
The conservation side of the business gained more power and dredging was increasingly cut
back until there was virtually none at all. Along with this went movement of gravel beds around
bridges and other structures, decreasing the flow of the river and weakening these structures
some to a point of failure.
There was and still is, a lot of in-house fighting between the conservation department and
operations delivery (flood defence). High-ranking managers deny this, but it’s one of the main
reasons why dredging ceased.
When a river is dredged, the spoil is stockpiled at the side to dry so that banks are effectively
topped up. The volume of water the river can take is vastly improved and water can flow without
encountering any obstacles.
Throughout my time working on the rivers there has always been an abundance of wildlife,
including water voles. We never did any dredging at fish-spawning times of year, but dredging
had become part of the natural cycle and the wildlife was used to it.
People who are ‘hands on’ in the rivers do it because they love to work in the countryside and
help protect wildlife and its surroundings.
It’s high time that people realised that without going back to dredging and other bank works,
flooding will continue.
It’s no use spending millions of pounds of public money on new structures in small areas when
the whole UK river systems needs work to get back to where we were 17 years ago.
Meanwhile, however, experienced river workers have left the EA without being able to train or
pass on their vast experience to new colleagues.
Common sense must prevail. Those at the top must get off the ‘global warming’ bandwagon and
admit they were wrong on the no-dredging policy.
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3.19

Hidden Agenda – Flood victims who can’t understand why the Environment Agency puts the
requirements of a coastal nature sanctuary before the protection of people’s homes and
livelihoods should look up Agenda 21 on the internet.
Under this agenda, being followed internationally at the behest of the United Nations, the
Environment Agency is tutored by the UN Global Biodiversity Assessment to prioritise the
sustainable development of the non-human environment when it conflicts with sustaining the
present levels of humanity which tend to be destructive of that environment.
This assessment states baldly that the world can’t go on maintaining a human population of
seven billion (and rising) when the optimum population for full biodiversity would be one billion.
You’ve probably never heard of Agenda 21 because those who are implementing it would prefer
you to remain unaware of its plans for your future.

3.20

Get you house in order, EA – I live in a flood-risk area of west Cornwall. I have a plastic
channel high up along the front and rear of my house to catch rainwater from the roof.
Occasionally, the performance of this channel is impaired by the vegetable matter blown in or
carried into it by birds. Every few years this causes these channels to overflow during heavy
conditions.
My solution is to get the ladder out and clear this guttering. The EA’s solution to my problem
would be to blame it on global warming, deny that gutter clearance is appropriate – and create a
flood.
How come I’ve had my house maintenance so wrong for all these years.

3.21

We’re next, Somerset – My heart goes out to the people of Somerset and all other flooded
areas. It’s just a matter of time before the properties in the area where we live are faced with the
same problem.
We’ve been asking the Environment Agency for the past seven years to dredge our local river.
In 2007, our village was cut off by water coming over the river banks. This is a problem we
haven’t had since the Forties because the river was regularly dredged, but this was stopped in
the nineties to save money. As in Somerset, we were told that dredging doesn’t work.
But it doesn’t take a scientific genius to work out that if you dig a trench it will allow water to run
away. If you dig it deeper and build up the soil along the sides, it will take even more water,
which will run away much faster. I can’t see what part of this the EA doesn’t understand.
The UK was given a big EU grant to improve its flood defences but the north side of the River
Don, where we live, has had nothing done to make it any safer than it was in 2007, while the
south side has been built higher, making us more vunerable.

3.22

Rivers blocked by EA red tape B – The wildlife lobby persuaded the Environment Agency to
give up dredging rivers years ago. The irony is that a lot of wildlife is suffering in the floods, along
with homes and farms, so the “no maintenance” policy has backfired in a big way.
Any dredging that is planned is sludged up with red tape right from the start. An environmental
impact assessment has to be carried out which, unbelievably, fails to consider the effect of
flooding. Any silt dredged out can’t be used to build up the river bank. Due to the EA box-ticking
regulations and waste management protocols, it has to be hauled away and treated as if it’s
some kind of chemically contaminated nuclear waste.
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Until the rivers are cleared of EA red rape and wildlife lobbyists, they will never flow properly.
Floodwater is contaminated with sewage and is a health hazard, so at the very least, health and
safety considerations should override any objections to river maintenance. Perhaps the oftmaligned HSE could be used to the rural community’s advantage.
It is up to the government to give priority to what needs doing and who should do it – and not be
swayed by vocal lobby groups whose lives are not affected when things go wrong.
3.23

Floods funding – Daily Mail 14.1.14 – After the floods in 2007, a letter appeared in the Daily
Mail stating that within three months of the 2002 floods in central Europe, the European
Commission set up a Solidarity Fund to restore infrastructure and equipment after natural
disasters.
The first use of this fund sent 444 million euros to Germany, 134m euros to Austria, 129m euros
to the Czech Republic (even though it wasn’t a full member of the EU until 2004) and 21m euros
to France.
Since 2002 the fund has provided hundreds of millions of euros for flood repairs in Italy, Spain,
Estonia, Portugal, Austria and elsewhere.
We were told that nowhere in England affected by the 2007 floods has so far received anything
from this Solidarity Fund.
Apparently no UK politician had bothered to apply for help for their areas. Perhaps people should
contact their local representatives and ask them to do so.

3.24

With the floods in Somerset well over a month old, it seems our politicians are still toying with us.
It appears the situation here means the Government can apply for emergency funding from the
EU to get financial support for the relief efforts to help those suffering on the Levels.
Johannes Hahn, the European Commissioner responsible for the EU Solidarity Fund, has given
an assurance that Britain is eligible to apply for such funding. So I do not understand why this
has not been asked for.
Any other EU country would have no qualms about calling on the fund. Why not us? After all, we
contribute enough to the pot each year. So why are we so reluctant to take it out?
It’s hardly as if the economic situation in this country is so rosy we couldn’t use a bit extra.
What about the farmers and homeowners in Muchelney, Long Load, Thorney, Moorlands and
Burrowbridge. Don’t they deserve to have financial help?
It’s beginning to look as if this is cynical politics. Could it possibly be that the Conservatives, in
fear of UKIP, are refusing to ask for the money because it would make the EU look good in the
year of European elections.
I frankly don’t care whether it makes the EU look good or not right now. What we should all care
about is that we get the best deal for those who need it. And it is our money anyway.

3.25

Forget the Cobra committee, suspend the authority of the Environment Agency, call in a team of
Dutch consulting engineers and get something done.

3.26

Rain is not solely to blame – On two occasions recently, the Prime Minister has said that this
year has had the highest rainfall since records began. He said this with conviction, trying to
convince us that it mattered.
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3.27

But the 171.3 mm of rainfall recorded for January this year should be balanced against figures
from the past, recorded by Yeovilton weather station.
In 1976, when there was flooding but not of the current magnitude, there was 188.4 mm of rainfall
in October and- November 2002 there was 192.4 mm.
We’ve had a great deal of rain in the first month of this year, but it’s worth looking at the
preceeding month.
In December 2013 there was 87 mm of rain, giving a total on the ground in Somerset for the two
months of December and January of 258.3 mm.
In September 1976 there was 150.8 mm, giving a combined rainfall for the consecutive months
September/October of 339.2 mm. And in October 2002 there was 142.6 mm, meaning 335 mm
of rain in the consecutive months October/November 2002.
This illustrates what has often been said about statistics.
Should we be looking more closely at what has changed in the intervening years and who we
have in charge of the decision-making which affects our every day existence?
This isn’t unprecedented rainfall – the figures prove otherwise.

3.28

The first priority stated by the Environment Agency is the health and safety of its own staff. They
are not permitted to wear waders, on health and safety grounds, nor, I understand, to go within
two metres of a watercourse. It has so many employees that only the EA of the United States
has a larger staff.

3.29

Yet again we see vast areas in the Thames Valley under water thanks in the greater part to
negligence by the Environment Agency in not dredging rivers.
Many years ago I lived in a small Oxfordshire hamlet by the River Thame, a feeder river of the
Thames.
The River Thame like many rivers is now choked with silt, weeds and fallen willow trees, all
restricting the flow.
What is utterly indefensible is that while fields are several feet under water and some properties,
the Thame Restoration organisation in conjunction with the EA has a projected costing about
£200,000 to install wetlands in four areas in the adjacent countryside with the forlorn hope of
improving water quality in the Thame,
I am sure you organisation has many more such examples.

3.30

I live in Wraysbury, which has been in the news of late because of flooding caused by the River
Thames, thanks to the lack of dredging. In the days of the Thames Conservancy, the river was
dredged regularly. While there were the occasional floods, they were rare events and, in fact, the
previous serious flood under its remit was more than 60 years ago, in 1947. Operational
responsibility was taken over by National Rivers Authority from 1989 until 1996, when the
Environment Agency was created.
This agency should have accepted responsibility for land drainage and flood risk management,
but it has failed to do so. In fact, it now claims two contradictory things: that the river is selfscouring; and the dredging would disturb the natural habitat.
What happened in Wraysbury and the Somerset Levels is now happening in Kent and the
Environment Agency has proved itself, again, to be incompetent.
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3.31

The Somerset Levels flooding is symptomatic of a neglected land drainage infrastructure
nationwide. If river dredging, abandoned in the mid-Nineties, is to be reinstated, there is a lot to
do; we no longer have the dredgers, operators or disposal facilities, and it will take quite a while
to get back up to speed.
Is the Jean Venables of the Association of Drainage Authorities now calling for urgent dredging
the same Jean Venables who as chair of Thames Region Flood defence committee in the
Nineties, supported the £110 million Maindenhead, Windsor and Eton Flood Alleviation scheme?
Later named the Jubilee River, this massive, world-class, award-winning construction sustained
severe damage on its first use in 2003 and £2.75 million damages were later paid out-of-court for
sub-standard design and construction.
Today, the Jubilee river is still unable to carry its design capacity. Worse still, there’s a £256
million channel extension scheme downstream of Windsor on the drawing board. Will they never
learn? The responsible Environment Agency and Defra officials should admit they were wrong
and apologise and go.

3.32

The Times 14.2.12 – I was a survivor of the “Great Swallow”, having been a board member of the
National Rivers Authority Southern and chairman of the Hampshire area environment group of
the Environment Agency when the NRA, was digested by the EA which was then sugared, if you
can call it that, by the inclusion of waste disposal and air quality. The NRA when led by Lord
Crickhowell from 1989 without this unnecessary load was able to concentrate on water. The EA
has been increasingly unable to bear the strain of its multiple duties and even in the early days
many useful services went down the drain, driven by accountants. Fisheries and flood defence
suffered. The worst of it was the loss of water-orientated expertise and bureaucratic
unwillingness to take account of local knowledge as used so inexpensively and effectively by the
NRA. Let’s not set up yet another quango, simply re-activate the NRA.

3.33

For years, the Environment Agency has been preoccupied with prosecuting farmers. Now,
having neglected to dredge the rivers, it is responsible for flooding a huge area of Somerset.
This has caused slurry pits to overflow, workshops to be inundated and septic tanks to flood.
When the water subsides, engine oil, mixed with farm and human waste, will pollute the ground
and end up in the rivers and sea.
Who will prosecute the prosecutor?

3.34

Given current concerns over the causes and management of flooding in the Thames Valley and
elsewhere is the prime minister in danger of losing the battle for the next general election on the
paddy fields of Eton?

3.35

I feel compelled to express my deep concern about the mismanagement of the Somerset Levels
by the Environment Agency (EA).
This has resulted in the worst floods the region has experienced in living memory. We were told
last winter it was a once in a 100-year event, so why are we experiencing a sombre sense of déjà
vu?
The crux of the problem is that River Parrett. This river, along with the Tone, Axe and Brue,
takes all the water from Somerset out to sea. Since the disbandment of the National Rivers
Authority there has been little or no work maintaining this essential infrastructure,
Robbie Williams of the EA stated on BBC Radio Somerset the EA did not understand the
complexities of managing the drainage of the Levels. Imagine the outrage local residents and
landowners felt when they heard this.
Farmers and landowners understand full well the solution to this problem and that is to dredge
the rivers so that they can carry water out to sea as efficiently as possible. Instead of help and
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assistance, the people of this area are facing a barrage of buck passing, blame culture and
inaction from the EA.
The plain fact is the EA is either too incapable or incompetent to address what needs to be done
and that is to dredge the rivers. One begins to wonder whether there is another agenda at work
here.
Up until 20 years ago the river was dredged regularly and the water flowed away correctly. This
current situation has nothing to do with climate change and extreme weather, but
mismanagement and wastage of funds.
Farmers have had the value of their land plunge, they have thousands of pounds worth of crops
rotting in the fields and nowhere to out-winter their livestock.
Businesses are suffering, homes and communities are flooded and cut off; the elderly cannot
access medical services and children cannot get to school.
The real cost of the crisis runs into the millions and affects far more people than the immediate
population who live directly in the flood zone.
The answer to this problem is clear – admit fault, dredge the rivers and consult with local farmers
and landowners who have the knowledge and experience to help. We did not have this problem
when the rivers were dredged.
3.36

What the EA are good at. In the Summer of 2013 we had a record hay and straw harvest. In
August we had a terrible barn fire at night. We lost the lot plus tractors and machinery.
The next morning, as the six fire engines battled with the blaze, with me and my husband looking
black with bloodshot eyes, who should strut down the farmyard but our friend ‘the EA man’.
“What’s going on here”, he was a master of the understatement! He then proceeded to lecture us
on smoke pollution, and that he would be taking steps to prosecute us for “the water used by the
firemen to put out the blaze” which ran into the nearby brook. I thought the guy must be having
us on, but actually he was being deadly serious. The EA man called every day for ten days and
sent us a bill which we had to pay for his spectating time and transport.

The River Thames overflowed its banks. Hundreds of homes flooded. Months of rail chaos.
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SECTION 4 – THE PUBLIC MEETING AFTER A FLOOD
The public meeting after having one of our local village homes and businesses flooded through neglect
of river maintenance several years ago.
4.1

There was a public meeting called, the main speakers were two from the EA. The bureaucrat
(boss) and flood protection officer, who used to be a civil engineer responsible for main rivers in
the area. Some years before I had attended an International conference in Germany, one of the
speakers was a professor from a Communist Eastern Block country. The professor was
accompanied by a ‘party official’ who sat on the top table during the talk, and followed the
professor around the hotel. At our flood meeting the older experienced engineer was definitely
‘under the control’ of the EA party bureaucrat.

4.2

The bureaucrat addressed the meeting very eloquently for 30 minutes – a Government Minister
present told him that he had talked a great deal of rubbish and had said nothing.

4.3

At question time the locals told the ‘officials’ that the cause of the flood was that the river needed
dredging and trees needed to be removed in specific locations. The engineer was asked when
had he walked the river last, he said he had not – he was asked when he would walk the
offending river locations, he said he may get time in the next year! But he was snowed under
with paperwork and could not lift a shovel or put a machine in without getting permission from
about 10 different conservation and habitat organisations.

4.4

The engineer was asked a hypothetical question – what if it was a choice between letting the
river flood over its banks and possibly attract a certain species of duck, or dredge the river to
prevent it running through people’s houses? – he gave the bureaucrat a knowing look and said
he was afraid the answer was in favour of the duck.

4.5

A contractor at the meeting offered to dredge the river and cut down the offending trees for
£4,000 – this offer was declined by the EA. What actually happened was that the EA spent
£70,000 on a computer model (the computer modellers were told that dredging was not an
option), they spent £20,000 on consultant’s fees to build the banks up in the main village – then
spent £2 million on erecting the walled banks, which was completed 7 years after the flood. So
instead of spending £4,000 on dredging which would have been completed in 3 months, the EA
spent over £2 million exercising the ‘bath plug’ policy, leaving the village at risk of flooding for
seven more years.

4.6

The area has now been designated a flood plain which has substantially increased the cost of
home insurance with some minimum excesses of £25,000. Some occupiers in the area cannot
afford to insure their homes.

4.7

The EA hired a National company of civil engineers to survey an area of the offending river, we
liaised with the engineer in charge of the job, he said he would send us a copy of his report.
Several months later we reminded the engineer about this, he said the EA asked him to alter his
draft report as it criticised the river maintenance, and as they were paying for it, he had to modify
it until they accepted the third draft. He was told not to send us a copy – we asked, and were
promised a copy from the regional EA Manager, it never came.

4.8

Four years later the same river, through neglect, overflowed its banks, residences and
businesses up to a mile away were getting flooded. We invited the EA’s regional Flood
Protection “Independent” Chairman to come and we took him around the properties in a boat. He
instructed the two officials mentioned in 4.1. to attend, it was the weekend, they came and sat in
front of the fire with a glass of beer at a pub near to the flood. They said that the EA Health and
Safety rules forbade them getting too near a flood.
Back to table of contents
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SECTION 5 - URBAN MYTHS
Comments by some people who like to be heard, but have not the wisdom to know the subject on how
and why flooding is on the increase, and how it can be prevented, often also advocated by the EA and
Natural England as excuses.
5.1

“Increased flooding is because of more land drainage”.
The opposite is true. During the last Great War and for years after to produce more food and
later help the balance of payments, farmers were given a 50% capital grant by Governments to
clean ditches, brooks and land drainage. This grant ceased over 30 years ago – so while flooding
is on the increase, land drainage is on the decrease.

5.2

“Modern farming with heavy tractors and machinery causes a plough pan seal (compaction) in the
land preventing it soaking up rain, so the rain runs straight into rivers”.
Modern farmers also use subsoilers that break up any plough plan letting air and moisture
penetrate up and down – so no change.

5.3

“Rainfall running off moorland causes urban flooding”.
If it did, as the annual rainfall has not increased, so why are thousands more homes and
businesses getting flooded. Moorland has natural boggy areas where the water table can be
kept low by drainage channels maintained in good condition. Now with Natural England imposing
SSSI control on many moors they have closed the drainage channels, so the water table has
lifted leaving no sponge rainwater absorbing affect, therefore the rain now runs off the moors far
more quickly. We have the wisdom of ‘hands on experience’ on this subject.

5.4

“Non porous paving on forecourts, house drives and paths causes rainwater to fill the rivers more
quickly”. Compared to current EA policy of not dredging it would be quivalent to shuffling the
deck chairs on the Titanic.

5.5

“Some salmon and trout ‘experts’ say “leave rivers undredged – it is better for the fish”.
This totally incorrect view is confounded in figures published by the EA in the 2009 salmon count
which said that the count was the lowest on record. So while rivers are left neglected for 15
years fish are on the decline, likewise water voles are now only found in 6% of their former range
say the EA.

5.6

Another comment by the EA is “If we dredged there is nowhere to put the spoil dredged out”.
The river boards, before EA control, managed to do it – it is very fertile material, most farms have
hollows in fields and farmers would be glad of it. It is also good to build up river banks, but it
cannot be done by sitting in an office playing with computers creating more flood plains. The
Manchester Ship Canal was built in 13 months for Ocean going ships with a minimum water
depth of 28’ and bottom width of 120’. The spoil dug out was moved with wheelbarrows and
horses and carts – where there is a will there is a way. It was built by private enterprise.

5.7

Another comment by the EA “We can’t use the spoil dredged out to top up river banks because
it is porous”.
We know of river banks built up over 100 years ago by dredged silt with a sandy nature and they
have been perfect. A Dutch dredger came up the River Dee 65 years ago depositing the silt by
building up its banks. These banks still contain the highest tides of the year despite the river bed
been now badly being silted up.

5.8

“Floods caused by farmers not cleaning silt and debris out of ditches”.
It is correct that roadside drains discharge into farm ditches. Most farmers know the importance
of ditch dredging but many are frustrated by the fact that where they discharge into a tributary
designated main river – under the control of the EA – their policy of not dredging has caused the
silt to build up higher than the discharge points of the farm ditches and land drains.
The worst case of road flooding in our area at times of high rainfall is caused by the EA not
dredging a main river tributary. The rain water runs backwards up a farm ditch, runs backwards
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out of the road drainage grid – floods the road – and then often freezes leaving a sheet of ice on
a T junction where cars spin off the road.
5.9

“Should local councils advise the EA of the need to dredge main rivers in their area”.
They often do, but they get the reply back by word or letter saying that there is no benefit in
dredging

5.10

The EA and NE contend higher tides, heavy rainfall and coastal wrecking are caused by global
warming. This creates hysterical headlines by the media whose reporters do not know any
better.
Some of our executive members have land both on the sea coast and on the tidal rivers; they
have been marking where the highest tides of each year get to, and this has not altered for 50
years (see for example ‘Laver’s’ daily high and low tide chart every day in each year). Coastal
wrecking is caused by gale force winds, east winds wreck the east coast and west winds wreck
the west coast. South winds wreck the channel coast.
The fierce storms of the 2013-14 winter wrecked much of the British coastline, but this is nothing
new. The Holderness coast of the East Riding of Yorkshire has, since Roman times, lost a strip
of land 3.5 miles wide, with many villages and towns vanished into the North Sea.
The once-flourishing port of Ravenser was near Spurn Point at the mouth of the Humber Estuary,
and in the early 14th century it was a town of national importance, with its own MP and regularly
supplying the king with two fully equipped ships and troops.
By 1346 two-thirds of the town and its buildings had been lost to the sea because of storms, and
by 1360 the entire town had vanished.
Over the centuries, 29 villages and towns disappeared from the Holderness cost. Also villages
and towns in ~East Anglia over the years have been wrecked.
In 1824 a gale tore across the English Channel; the sea was rising when it should have been low
water. The coast from Cornwall to Sussex was a scene of devastation as sea walls were
breached, piers and quays were swept away, the sea reached unheard of heights. 30 houses
were destroyed, more than 100 ships were wrecked with much loss of life at sea and on shore.
In the 16th and 17th centuries witchcraft was blamed for stormy weather on land and sea, both
summer and winter (not global warming). From the Alps in Europe to Scotland alleged witches
were persecuted. King James 1st was obsessed with blaming witchcraft for storms and
persecuted 3837 in Scotland.
In 1703 a tempest killed about 10,000 people across southern England. So many Royal Navy
ships were sunk that it was feared the French would use the opportunity to invade England. By
comparison, the weather in the 2013-14 winter was tame.
Back to table of contents
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SECTION 6 - REPLIES OF THE PARLIAMENTARY UNDER SECRETARY FOR NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT AND FISHERIES, RICHARD BENYON MP TO MEMBER OF THE HOUSE OF
LORDS, AND PARLIAMENT WHO HAVE RECOMMENDED OUR FACTUAL CRUCIAL CAUSE OF
FLOODING TO HIM.
6.1

He replied to Lord Plumb of Coleshill DL when Lord Plumb recommended our report to him that
90% of inland flooding was avoidable. His reply was two pages of EA obfuscation headed ‘EAs
position on dredging’. In five different places the EA clearly state that “dredging has to be
prioritised and justified on the grounds that it is:




Technically sound.
Economically viable.
Environmentally acceptable and sustainable.”

They also claim to spend £10m per year doing so and in February 2010 it published its
maintenance programme “for dredging activity”.
If they did spend £10m on dredging it would represent 0.83% of the EA’s annual budget i.e. £25
per kilometre of designated main river water courses.
We obtained a copy from the internet for the proposed river dredging in our area, being the
counties of Cheshire, Flintshire, Denbighshire and Wrexham.
In these counties were named 179 water courses designated main river, many were forecast for
weed cutting which was never done, but outstandingly NOT ONE WAS LISTED FOR
DREDGING.
More obfuscation – they informed Minister Richard Benyon MP “dredging and clearing channels
is an important part of our maintenance regime and we do it where we think it will help channel
maintenance and improve the channel’s ability to carry increased river flows”.
Yet the EA have no one walking rivers to inspect for silting up, debris dumped, trees and shrubs
growing in them etc obstructing river flow, also they have no record of original riverbed levels and
width of rivers. They clearly have a seriously flawed policy of slowing down rivers additionally
their vastly reduced number of river maintenance engineers are told that dredging is not an
option thereby dramatically increasing the risk of flooding.
6.2

Minister Richard Benyon MP to Stephen O’Brien MP, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for
International Development.
(a)

States “communities should be able to help protect themselves from flooding, reflecting
the Government’s ‘Big Society’ initiative encouraging civil society, public and private
institutions to take responsibility for improving their communities with their local
knowledge” more obfuscation.
A local township of 5000 inhabitants on the brink of a flooding disaster because the main
river is not being weeded or dredged – see section 3.12 in our report. The EA regional
operations delivery manager was sent to visit them and told them that because of EA
policy he was powerless to act over large sections of the river.

(b)

The Minister suggests “reviewing the results of the dredging trial research project,
SC040015 River Sediments and Habitat publication. This lengthy document uses the Pitt
Review report that we have shown misses the crucial cause of flooding. The EA say its
contents are the views of its authors, and as the EA was paying for it, authors tend to write
to please their paymasters.

(c)

Then the Minister enclosed three pages of EA Briefing which obviously supported the Pitt
Review as it had reflected the EA views, supported habitat development but omitted to
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quote the EU Directive on Habitat which decrees in ARTICLE 6 PARA 4 THAT HUMAN
HEALTH OR PUBLIC SAFETY HAS PRECEDENCE OVER SSSI HABITAT.
6.3

Minister Richard Benyon MP to Stephen Mosley MP.
Similar to replies 6.1 and 6.2, further emphasising that flood prevention is reflected in “our Big
Society initiative”, allowing communities to have greater influence on the nature of protection
provided where possible! We have dealt with this under section 3.12 in this report.
The EA say no flood defences could cope with the exceptional rainfall experienced in
Cockermouth. We totally disagree and contend that a conservative 90% of flooding is avoidable.
Cockermouth would come within the 10%, although the flooding would have been greatly
reduced had both the river AND the bridge which collapsed (killing a policeman) been dredged.
The consequent increase in water flow would also have made the bridge collapse unlikely to
have happened.

6.4

Minister Richard Benyon MP to Ian Lucas MP.
He says that dredging can be an effective way to reduce the risk of flooding and can provide
other benefits such as navigation and land drainage, but then he says the EA routinely considers
dredging, desilting, and vegetation removal where it is:




Technically sound.
Economically viable.
Environmentally acceptable and sustainable.

This is the ‘kiss of death’ response we have dealt with under the reply to Lord Plumb
Then he goes on to comment on our recommendation to put rivers back under the control of
River Engineers to stop the increase in flooding.. He says that such appointments are matters for
the Prime Minister, and he would object as it would be of greater cost to the Exchequer. In fact it
would actually cost much less – see our section 2 where the EA have spent millions of pounds
instead of thousands, if we do not take action then the Pitt Review forecasts of increasing floods
costing the country 5% of its annual GDP will happen. 5% of our GDP is £78 billion!
The Dutch recognised as world wide connoisseurs, in all aspect of flood control got it absolutely
right by putting their water channels under the control of water civil engineers – not bird watchers,
and the Dutch live under the same EU Habitat Directive. The Prime Minister should be informed
that flood prevention i.e. dredging is much cheaper than the EA’s high cost failed policy of flood
protection. This benefit for the country is all covered in section 7 para 6
of this report.
6.5

Now in 2014 the DEFRA Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Water, Forestry, Rural
Affairs and Resource Management is Mr Dan Rogerson MP. After the Prime Minister had visited
areas with the Christmas floods – then the Somerset Levels villages, and the River Thames
floods, on all occasions he said that something must be done. We wrote to him with a copy of
the synopsis of our web site plus other information. We had a reply as follows:
“Thank you for your letter of 10th February to the PM, your letter was forwarded to DEFRA, I
(Dan Rogerson) am replying as the Minister responsible for this policy area.
“Your synopsis also mentions dredging, I would firstly like to emphasise that dredging and desilting of watercourses remain important elements of the Environment Agency’s channel
maintenance programme nationally, along with work to remove gravel and obstructions and to
control weeds.
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“The Environment Agency will continue to undertake dredging where it is shown to be a
genuinely cost effective way of managing flood risk, taking account of the other options available.
However, the effectiveness of dredging in managing flood risk varies substantially for each
stretch of river. In some areas dredging will be the most cost effective approach. In others it
would divert resources away from other flood risk management activities which are far more
beneficial to local communities, such as maintaining pumps, sluice gates or raised embankments.
It is therefore right that the Environment Agency should assess its value carefully on a location by
location basis, working is very close consultation with local communities and organisations”.
Notice the similarities to previous answers from Richard Benyon MP, all EA spin concocted by
the Environment Agency – the quango out of control.
For the facts see sections 2 and 3.

Bridgewater, Somerset
Back to table of contents
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SECTION 7 – OUR CONCLUDING RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GOVERNMENT
7.1

The Review report says: “Given the severity of the emergencies and the risks we face in future
with the prospects that increased flooding will be greater than the Foresight report, the over-riding
purpose of the Review was to learn lessons from the floods of 2007 and to bring forward
recommendations that will help the country adapt and deal more effectively with future flooding
incidents”. The Review was so naïve, its conclusions were influenced by EA and National
England spin, missing the fact that flood prevention is more effective and cheaper than flood
protection. Without the wisdom of the experience of main river management the Review was not
able to grasp the fact that a well maintained river with a cleaned channel, flows faster and has a
greater capacity both of which are needed and will cope with extreme rainfalls. The Review at
7.65 said concerns were raised that environment issues are put before those living with flood risk.
The EA indicated to the Review that work would be carried out despite the “potential” risk to the
Environment if the area is identified as an urban significant flood risk. The decision would be an
arbitrary one, and the EA officials are so endowed with the DNA of flora and fawna conservation
that all the decisions we have had and are experiencing have been in favour of habitat over
population health and safety.
As we have explained in our executive summary the lessons learnt from increasing inland
flooding should be that the Central Government made a big mistake in putting the control of rivers
whose principle purpose is getting surplus rainwater safely to the sea under the Environment
Agency control whose primary remit is to conserve, with so much power put in the hands of
negative bureaucrats with no responsibility or accountability.

7.2

The Review reported that many businesses in July 2007 had severe disruption, 33% in Yorkshire
and Humberside, 25% in West Midlands, and if we do not act, the country will lose 5% of its GDP
(£78 BILLIONS EACH YEAR). Over 80% of the people flooded are looking for the Government
to provide leadership on flood (river) management as they cannot protect individual homes as the
EA suggests.

7.3

There is a cost effective solution:
(a)

The Review says a flood wall (flood protection) might prevent one area flooding but
transfer the flood peak downstream – the Review believes that the most effective
measures will be those that are adopted widely i.e. flood prevention not flood protection
(the expensive EA flawed policy).

(b)

The Review at 8.12 says the current legislation is not fit for today’s challenges, and in its
conclusion recommendation 28 says the forthcoming flooding legislation should be a
single unifying act that addresses all sources of flooding.

(c)

Review at ES31 says DEFRA cannot tackle the job alone. The issues considered in its
report are many and varied and go far beyond DEFRA’s direct interests – there should be
a new Cabinet Committee to deal with flooding.

(d)

The Review reminds us that the Stern report highlighted major development decisions will
require greater foresight and planning and shows the need for Government intervention to
lead.

(e)

A large section of the Review and the Government Response is applied to responses
needed to deal with urban areas during and after the floods. If a fraction of these efforts
and costs were put into river maintenance i.e. flood prevention there would not be the
floods needing all the emergency services with the associated stresses on the public and
businesses health and safety in the first place.
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7,4

Ronald Raegan, when President of the USA, succinctly put it “Government is not the solution to
our problem – government is the problem?

7.5

The DEFRA Select Committee sat to study the Winter floods of 2013/14 and took evidence from
20 organisations and individuals, including ours. The report was published in June 2014.
Launching its Report on Winter Floods the Chairman of the Environment, Food and rural Affairs
Committee, Miss Anne McIntosh said:
“The Government must not neglect maintenance of flood defences and watercourses if homes,
business and farmland are to gain better protection against future flooding risk, warn MPs today
in a report of an inquiry triggered by the recent floods. Ministers must take action now to avoid a
repeat of the devastation caused by the winter floods”.
“The committee calls for fully funded plans to address the current backlog of dredging and water
course maintenance as well as to maintain the growing numbers of man-made flood defences”.
“Regular work to dredge and keep rivers clear can be an essential flood prevention measure”.
The full report can be obtained and is: HC240 INCORPORATING HC 991, SESSION 2013-14 –
Published on 17th June 2014 by authority of the House of Commons, London: The Stationery
Office Ltd - £9.00.

7.6

The Prime Minister, David Cameron, said that “the pause in dredging that took place in the late
90’s – that was wrong and we need to get back to dredging again”. “People who say dredging
won’t make a difference are wrong”, He also said on the Andrew Marr show “that the
Government needs to exercise responsibility and have a radical shake up”. The only hope to
alleviate 90% of inland flooding is to have a Minister of State for rivers (or water as they call it in
Holland to include coastal defences). The Ministry would have responsibility and accountability
to the public for getting surplus rainwater safely to the sea. The Ministry in Holland (who live
under the same EU Habitat Directive) takes account of the environment but not at the expense of
the Health and Safety of the population.
To have a Ministry of Water would also fit the Chancellor, George Osborne’s, tests:


Is it essential – yes.



Must the Government be involved – yes.



Does it make economical sense – we have outlined the great savings available with flood
prevention river maintenance.



Will the needy gain – yes.



Could it be done cheaper – yes, each area affected will cost thousands instead of millions
of £s to protect.



Will it be more effective – absolutely.



Could the private sector do it better – yes the Ministry may use many public works
contractors on river maintenance – see section 1.27 Lord Heseltine’s “no stone unturned”
advice to Government.



Can the private sector be paid according to performance – absolutely.
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Can it be done locally – it used to be done that way with the added benefit of local
knowledge in a National programme.

Flood prevention instead of flood defence is a good example of where Government can reform
change to prevent 90% of inland floods yet spend less money and help to balance the budget.
There could not be a better way to action Government Policy “to deliver more for less cost”.
7.7

Sir Michael Pitt was appointed by Gordon Brown. His 460 page Review had “The Government’s
Response” published in December 2008 by DEFRA – 146 pages which had a foreward by Hilary
Benn, Secretary of State for DEFRA who said “the Review was a major land mark” and the
contents of the Government Response supported the review giving even more power to the
Environment Agency who were leading a working group including DEFRA, Natural England, The
National Trust, The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, and Wildlife and Countryside – this
group will define a programme of work devoted solely to conservation and approve the slowing
down of rivers. There is no hope for less inland flooding unless the Government actions what PM
David Cameron said “that the Government needs to exercise responsibility and have a radical
shake up”.

Implementing The Pitt review and granting more power to the EA is catastrophic for flood
prevention. The only realistic and sane course is to adopt the same policy as Holland and New
Zealand and put all main rivers back under the control of a National River Authority charged with
the principal duty of maintaining all main rivers and water courses to the highest possible
standards so as to protect everyone from flooding whenever possible. Highly qualified and
experienced river engineers must be employed and allowed to ensure that a policy of effective
flood prevention is fully implemented at all times regardless of any pressure from other sources.
Preferably with a Dutch Chief Executive. The Dutch are connoisseurs in flood control. There is a
precedent set by the Government putting a Canadian as head of the Bank of England.
It is crucial that future policy clearly dictates, People, Property and Land must come before the
flawed Habitat policy, otherwise thousands and thousands of innocent people, businesses and
acres of fertile land will continually be subject to the ravages of inland flooding.

© Peter Brookes/The Times, London, 27/11/2012.
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Mold, the capital town of Flintshire, November 2000
360 feet above sea level
Courtesy of The Flintshire Leader
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